Bankers' Acceptances

Over the last decade, the dollar volume of bankers'
acceptances has increased some tenfold, reflecting
in large part the growth of dollar-denominated international trade flows during that period. The expansion has brought in its wake major changes in the
practices of the accepting banks, the organization
and functioning of the secondary market, and the
Federal Reserve's participation in that market.
The acceptance market has evolved despite the
constraints of highly complex and, in some cases,
anachronistic regulations. Because banking practices
and monetary policy implementation have changed dramatically since the regulations governing acceptances
were established, proposals to change the regulations
are under discussion. Legislation currently before the
Congress would raise the legal limits on the amount
of certain types of acceptances a bank could create
and, if enacted, might have a major impact on the
acceptance market.
Notwithstanding the market's prominence, acceptances continue to be the least understood of the
actively traded money market instruments. Before the
impact of prospective changes in the acceptance
market can be assessed,it is necessary to understand
procedures for creating acceptances and the current
regulations which influence them.
Theauthors would like to acknowledgethe helpful commentsofArthur
Bardenhagen, L. ThomasBlock, PeterJ. Bourke,JosephA. Colleran,
H.J. Escobar,PeterGall, Kenneth0. Garbade,RobertGiordano,
RalphT. Helfrich, Susan Merriman,lwao Miyamoto,Virginia Molinelli,
Joseph Oricoli, Edward J. Ozog, Gordon M. Schmidt, and Walker F.
Todd. Theviews expresseddo not necessarilyreflect those of the
FederalReserveBank of NewYork.

Creating acceptances
Creating an acceptance involves nothing more or
less than substituting a bank's creditworthiness for that
of a borrower. The instrument itself is but one species
of a bill of exchange—i.e., a draft or order to pay a
certain amount of money at a specified time. It differs
from other bills in that it bears the unconditional
promise of a bank to pay the draft at maturity.
Typically, a buyer does not pay cash for a shipment
of goods but requires credit until the goods are sold.
This may present a problem for a seller who is poorly
equipped to evaluate the creditworthiness of the buyer.
Also, the seller may need immediate payment. As
illustrated in Chart 1, a bank familiar with the buyer's
business can act as an intermediary between the two
trading partners by assuming the responsibility of
making the payment for the goods on the buyer's
behalf. Because of its superior ability to evaluate the
buyer's creditworthiness, the bank may be more willing
than other parties to assume the risk that the buyer
may not be able to reimburse it.
In a typical acceptance transaction, the bank guarantees payment by "accepting"a time draft drawn on
it by the seller.' The illustration shows a time draft
ordering a bank to pay $100,000 to an export firm
ninety days from presentation of the draft at the bank.
By accepting such a time draft, the bank assumes an
unconditional liability to pay the seller (or the ultimate
1 Anotheralternativewould befor theseller to draw asightdraft (an

orderto pay immediatelyupon presentation) which would be paid
with the proceedsof atime draft drawn by the buyer, accepted bythe
bank, and sold to an investor. In this case,the seller does not assume
ownership ofthe acceptanceat any point.
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Chart

1

If a buyer and a seller arrange a delayed-payment transaction, the seller must assume the risk
that the buyer may be unable to pay

•.

• but, if the same basic transaction is arranged with a bank guaranteeing payment, the risk
is transferred from the seller to the bank.

0

SHADED AREAS DENOTE:

credit risk;

substantial credit risk.

[J

minor credit risk.

*Typicalpy an acceptance is purchased (discounted) first by the accepting bank and
then resold (rediscounted) to another investor.
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Illustration of a Bankers' Acceptance
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holder of the draft) regardless of whether the buyer
reimburses the bank or not. The bank indicates its
willingness to do so by stamping the draft "accepted"
and affixing the signature of an officer empowered to
sign for the bank.
If the bank is willing to provide its guarantee, it
notifies the seller (most likely through the medium
of the seller's bank) that a letter of credit has been
issued on behalf of the buyer authorizing the seller
to draw a draft on the bank for an indicated dollar
amount. The letter of credit also indicates the terms
that must be met by the seller before the bank will
accept the draft. The letter of credit is a legally
binding commitment by the bank to accept the draft
if the specified terms are met. Letters of credit are
usually irrevocable, subject to cancellation only with
the consent of all parties to the agreement. The terms
specified in the letter may include presentation of
documentaryproof from which the bank can ascertain
that the goods in question actually have been shipped
and that the underlying transaction conforms to Federal Reserve regulations (Appendix). Once the goods
are shipped, the related documents are forwarded by
the seller (or his bank) to the buyer's bank along with

EXPORT FIRM

the time draft drawn on the buyer's bank. When these
are received, the buyer's bank verifiesthat the specified terms have been met and accepts the time draft.
At this point, the acceptance is the property of the
seller. Frequently, however, the seller prefers to obtain cash immediately so that the accepting bank
generally offers to discount (purchase) the acceptance for its own account.2 The bank, in turn, may
rediscount (sell) the acceptance in the secondary
market. Upon maturity, the ultimate investor will present the acceptance through his bank to the accepting bank for payment. The bank, of course, collects
the funds owed it by the buyer.
The key element of an acceptance is obviously the
bank's unconditional guarantee of payment on the
draft, an obligation fully on par with the bank's obligation to redeem its uninsured deposits at maturity.
While this feature is common to all acceptances, there
are, of course, many possible variations on the simple
sequence of events outlined above. For example, the
2Since acceptancescarry no explicit interest payment,they trade at a
discount from theface value similarlyto most other moneymarket
instruments.
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bank's customer may be a seller financing a series of
shipments to a known buyer over a period of time at
his own risk. This might make sense, for example, if
the buyer is a subsidiary of the seller and the parent
firm can obtain better financing terms than the subsidiary. Or a buyer might be planning to finance a number
of purchases. In both of these cases, an acceptance
facility permitting a series of drafts to be drawn might

be used.3

Moreover, it is not necessary that the buyer's bank
be the accepting bank as in the example above; the
draft could be drawn on and accepted by the seller's
bank or some other bank, provided it was willing to
assume the risk. In addition, a bank may endorse an
acceptance of some other bank. In this way, a less
well-known bank may be able to lower the financing
cost for its borrowing customers by arranging for a
well-known bank to add its name to the acceptance
and assume an obligation to pay at maturity if the
accepting bank cannot do so. The acceptance is then
made more marketable.4
Some acceptances are not trade related. For example, finance bills raise working capital for the firm
drawing the draft. Such acceptances are close substitutes for commercial paper but differ from commercial paper backed by a bank credit line principally in
that the bank's obligation to pay the acceptance is
unconditional.5
Finally, an acceptance may or may not involve the
actual extension of funds by the accepting bank. If the
bank accepts the draft but does not discount it, then
the bank has simply provided its guarantee to facilitate the raising of funds by the borrower from some
othersource. However, for reasons discussed in more
detail below, the bank typically buys and then sells
its acceptance, and the acceptance serves as a medium for the bank both to advance credit as well as
to fund itself.
In contrast to the many possible procedures for
creating acceptances, the instrument itself is fairly
standardized. As the Appendix explains, the nature of
the underlying transaction is important in determining
a bank's maximum allowable exposure to any single
S Recently, PetroleosMexicanos (Pemex), the Mexican state petroleum

producing and refining firm, arrangeda $4 billion acceptancefacility
with a consortiumof eighty-two banks, the largestsuchfacilityever.
4
accepted byonlyone bank are referredto as "two-name
paper", since they are the obligation of the drawer aswell asthe
accepting bank. Paperaccepted by one bankand endorsed byanother
is "three-namepaper',and so forth.
5 However, commercialpaper is sometimesbacked bya bank's
"standby" letter ofcredit, inwhich case the bank's obligation to pay
an investor is more binding than a credit line and onlyslightlymore
conditional than under an acceptance.
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customer, as is the original term to maturity (or tenor)
of the acceptance. Moreover, both of these factors are
important in determining whether funds raised by a
bank through the sale of an acceptance are subjectto
reserve requirements and whether the acceptance is
eligible as collateral for repurchase agreements (RPs)
executed by the Federal Reserve.

Growth trends
Trade-related acceptances fall into three main categories depending on the nature of the underlying
transaction. The first group—import and export acceptances—are used to finance United States imports
and exports, respectively. Prior to the 1960s, these
acceptances were by far the predominant form of
acceptance financing.
Starting in the early 1960s, however, third-country
acceptances—which finance trade between countries
other than the United States—increased rapidly and
on the whole have been the major source of expansion
of total acceptances outstanding. Most third-country
acceptances are created by the largest United States
banks for foreign borrowers and foreign banks, mostly
in Japan and to a less degree Korea and Latin America.
These acceptances generally originate with drafts
drawn on a foreign bank or its United States branch or
agency. To obtain the requisite dollars to pay the
draft, the foreign bank may draw a so-called "refinance
bill" to be accepted and discounted by a United States
bank. Since 1974, third-country acceptances have accounted for about half of total acceptances outstanding, with import and export acceptances each providing between 20 and 28 percent of the total.
Domestic acceptances—which finance the shipment
and storage of goods within the United States—arethe
least utilized type of trade-related acceptance, representing only about 3 to 6 percent of total outstandings.
The additional documentation burden required for
the funds raised from the sale of domestic shipment
acceptances to be exempt from reserve requirements,
as well as the more popular use of open account
financing for domestic United States trade, has inhibited their use (Appendix, Table 2).
Numerous interrelated factors have influenced the
utilization of trade-related acceptances. These.include
the monetary and regulatory policiesof different countries, the prevailing and expected future dollar exchange rates, and changes in the value and volume
of trade. For example, the sudden price shocks to the
agricultural and petroleum markets during the 1970s
greatly affected the nominal value of acceptances used
to finance the trade of these commodities. During 1974
alone, in the wake of sharply increased oil prices, total
acceptances outstanding more than doubled. Rapid in-

creases also occurred in 1979 and 1980, and by May
of this year the total was $60.6 billion, more than
double the level just three years ago (Chart 2).
Currently, acceptances which are not specifically
trade related constitute only a small portion of the
market, though they have been important at various
times in the past. For example, so-called dollar exchange bills may be accepted for agriculturally dependent countries, mostly in Latin America, to alleviate
seasonal shortages of dollars. In recent years, however, these countries have stabilized their foreign
trade earnings through crop diversification and industrial development. Accordingly, their need for this form
of financing has become negligible.
in addition, finance bills were once a significant
factor in the acceptance market. As discussed in
detail below, the volume of these acceptances has
declined in recent years to negligible levels, but conceivably banks may again use them to meet customers'

creditdemands.

Chart 2

Types

of United States Bankers'

Acceptances Outstanding, 1970-81
End
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Source: Federal Reserve Bulletin.

Advantages to banks
As mentioned above, a bank has several options in an
acceptance transaction. First, the bank may opt to
complete only the first stage of the transaction—i.e.,
to accept the draft. In this case the bank itself advances no funds; it merely guarantees payment on the
acceptance at maturity in return for a commission.
Moreover, this guarantee is not a reservable liability.
Theowner of the draft can obtain funds before maturity
by selling it to an investor who is willing to buy this
unconditional obligation of the bank. Should a nonbank dealer firm discount the acceptance and place
it with an investor, the dealer would be performing a
function similar to that of dealers underwriting commercial paper issues.
Alternatively, the bank may discount the acceptance
and then hold it in portfolio as an investment. In this
case it is making a loan which must be funded like
any other loan. Holding acceptances may be attractive
if the bank has reached its limit on sales of certain
typesof acceptances.'
Finally, a bank may accept, discount, and subsequently rediscount the acceptance. The funds raised
through rediscounting an acceptance are exempt from
reserve requirements, providing the acceptance is of
the type described in Section 13(7) of the Federal Reserve Act and the applicable aggregate limits are not
violated (Appendix). The principal difference between
this option and the first above is that, in addition to the
acceptance commission, the bank would hope to earn
the spread between the bidand asking rates on acceptances in the secondary market. For example, if the
acceptance commission were 0.50 percentage point
and the bid-ask spread 0.10 percentage point, then
the bank would increase its profit by one fifth, provided that the market rate did not change during the
interval of time between discounting and rediscounting
the acceptance.
From the accepting bank's perspective, creating,
buying, and selling an acceptance perform a function
equivalent to issuing a negotiable certificate of deposit
(CD) to fund a loan to a customer. However, because
the funds raised from the sale of an acceptance which
meets specific regulatory standards are exempt from
reserve requirements, they will be less costly to a
bank than those raised through issuing CDs.
In addition, a rediscounted acceptance may have
significantly less interest rate risk than a fixed-rate
loan funded with a fixed-rate CD. Should interest rates

'As discussed further in the Appendix, acceptancesheld in portfolio
are not included in theamount subject to a memberbank's aggregate
limit. Therefore,to avoidviolating regulations,amember bank at its

aggregatelimit may hold acceptancestemporarilyuntilotheroutstanding acceptancesmature.
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declinesharply, the bank loan would probably be prepaid while the bank would be unable to prepay its CD.
In contrast, the commission fee for an acceptance is
paid in advance and is in principle nonrefundable, so
that prepayment can increase the borrower's effective
financing cost substantially. Moreover, in the relatively

infrequent cases when prepayment does occur, a penalty is generally added to the current acceptance discount rate, raising the effective cost still further.
Finally, an acceptance, particularly if it is secured, may
well pose less default risk than an unsecured loan,
since the accepting bank may have recourse to the
goods of the underlying transaction if the borrower
defaults.'
At times, banks have had especially strong inducements to attempt to raise reserve-free funds through
the sale of acceptances. For example, in 1969-70,
when below-market Regulation ceilings capped interest rates payable on CDs, massive amounts of CD5
matured without being renewed. In response, large
banks turned to acceptances—amongotherthings—as
one way to accommodate their borrowers' financing
needs. By creating, buying, and then selling acceptances, banks could meet their customers' loan deas
mands and avoid the constraints of Regulation
well as the costs imposed by reserve requirements.9
In early 1980, record-high interest rates and an increase in the marginal reserve requirement on "managed liabilities", imposed under the credit restraint
program in March 1980, combined to increase the effective cost of funds raised through issuing CDs.
Consequently, banks sold acceptances and held a

Chart 3

Own Acceptances Held in Portfolio as a
Percentage of Total Outstanding
of Each Group *
Percent

0

0

* As measured by total acceptances outstanding in

December 1980, the first tier of domestic banks is the
top ten United States accepting banks. The second tier
is the next twenty largest United States accepting banks.
Other domestic institutions are the approximately 250
remaining domestic accepting institutions. Foreign-related
institutions include about 70 foreign-owned banks and
agencies and branches of foreign banks in the Second,
Seventh, and Twelfth Federal Reserve Districts.

Chart 4

7Most acceptancesare unsecured,though import bills typically provide
forthe accepting bank to hold titledocuments.Nevertheless,the value
of the collateralin such a case can be exaggerated.The story is told
of a majorNewYork Citybank which financed the import ofanelephant
foracircus via an acceptance.Unfortunately,by the time the elephant
arrived in this country,the circus had gone bankrupt.The bankthus
owned the elephant,and a bank representativetook possessionof the
animal and found itaplace to stay inawarehousewhile a purchaser

was being sought. Theelephant was provided with water,food, etc., and
was chained securelyto an I-beaminthewarehousewall.Asfate
would have it, the elephant panicked during the night, pulled the
I-beamoutof the wall, destroyedthewarehouseand with it, alas, the
collateral forthe acceptance.
IFora description ofthe CD marketduring this period, see WilliamC.
Melton,"The Market for Large NegotiableCDs", this QuarterlyReview
(Wintr 1977-78), pages22-34.
In addition, in 1969some innovativebanks also began creating and
selling working capital acceptances(finance bills) sincethe funds
received from thesale ofthese billswere not reservableat the time.
The volumeofsuch bills increased rapidly,fromaveragelevels of
$300-400million in theearly 1970stoalmost $1.5 billion in June 1973,
equal at that point toabout one fifth ofallother acceptances.In
mid-1973.however,reserve requirementswere imposedon funds raised
through the sale of financebills,and onlynegligible amounts have
beencreated since then.
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AcceptancesHeld by Commercial Baflks

Average of weekly figures
Billions of dollars
12

tlncludes domestic banks, United States branches
and agencies of foreign banks, New York investment
company subsidiaries, and Edge Act corporations.
Source: Federal Reserve Bulletin.

historically low 16.2 percent of outstandings in 1980.'°
In general, the largest accepting banks were more aggressive in this regard than otherinstitutions (Chart 3).
Tax considerations and so-called "window dressing" made acceptance holdings at the year-end attractive to a few large money-center banks during the
latter part of the 1970s. A bank's allocation to its loan
loss reserve of up to a specified percentage of total
loans outstanding at the end of the year was deductible for Federal and some state income tax purposes."
Since acceptances held in portfolio are classified as
loans, purchases of acceptances expand the dollar
volume of tax-deductible loan-loss allocations. Therefore, in an environment in which loan losses were
rising and loan demand was weak, some large banks
increased their holdings of acceptances at the year-end
and let them decline again shortly afterward. In addition, this maneuver reduced the ratio of loan writeoffs to loans outstanding, a measure used by some
bank stock analysts in evaluating bank management.
Such window dressing had tapered off by 1978 as loan
volume rose and alternative means to reduce taxes
developed (Chart 4).
Advantagesto borrowers
Compared with the costs of other borrowing alternatives, acceptances can be an attractive means of inancing. In addition, an individual customer may be
able to borrow more from a single bank by using acceptances to supplement other types of financing.'2
The total interest costs of some other financing
alternatives in June of this year are illustrated in Table
1. Generally, a bank will quote a potential acceptance customer an "all-in" rate, which includes several charges in addition to the acceptance discount
rate in the secondary market. The commission charge
listed in the table can vary depending on the availability of bank funds and the quality of the borrower's credit. In addition, the borrower may incur
costs to secure required documentation. For example,

f

if the acceptance is financing a domestic storage or

shipment transaction, Federal Reserve regulations require a title document to certify that the collateral is
under the control of an acceptable third party.
Clearly, in June 1981, acceptance financing potentially was less costly than conventional prime-based or
LIBOR (London interbank offering rate)-based borrowing. The acceptance cost was comparable to that
of prime commercial paper. But, for small- and
intermediate-sized firms, the total costs of acceptance
financing may well have been competitive with issuing
commercial paper, if these firms have access to the
commercial paper market at all. Investors will demand
higher rates on the commercial paper of these firms
than on an acceptance of a well-known bank.'3
To reap the full cost advantage of acceptance
financing, however, a borrower needs to be able to
specify fairly precisely the duration of his financing
need and thus the tenor of the acceptance. As noted
earlier, prepayment of the acceptance—which generally would be required if the goods underlying the
transaction were sold before the tenor date—may
raise the borrower's effective financing cost substantially. Moreover, a bank cannot give a prior unconditional assurance of being able to accept a renewal
draft, so that, if funds were not available by the tenor
date, the borrower might have to arrange othermeans
of finance. Hence, the relative inflexibility of its maturity somewhat limits the usefulness of the instrument.
Investors

An impressive record of safety and liquidity makes
acceptances attractive short-term investments. Yields
on ninety-day acceptances are closely in Iine with
rates on ninety-day CDs. Since late 1977, the yields
on both acceptances and CDs have averaged almost
100 basis points above Treasury bills of comparable
maturity (Chart 5).
Acceptance investors include state and local governments, governmental agencies, savings institutions,
foreigners, foreign central banks, industrial corporations, insurance companies, investment funds, accepting banks, and individuals. Data on dealer sales to
these groups suggests that most investors have main-

O Underthe program banks were asked to limit the growthof their
creditextensions.To offset the growthof other forms ofcredit, banks
reduced their hofdingsof their own acceptancesas wellas those of

other institutions.
This percentageis being phaseddown in accordancewith the Tax
ReformAct of 1969.Between 1969and 1975, it was 1.8 percent,while
currently it is 1.2 percentend scheduledto be 0.6 percent in 1982.
12A bankscredit extensionto a borrowervia anacceptanceeligible for
discount Issubject to a separateand distinct limit from the general
lending limitof 10 percent ofanational bank's paid-in and unimpaired
capital stock and surplus—Sec.5200ofthe revisedStatutes (12 U.S.C.
84). This provides the borrowerwith anavenueforadditional borrowing
capacity. Since acceptancesmade for a borrowerare subject to a
separate "10 percent limit", the effectiveper customerlending limit is
20 percent.Similar provisionsgenerallyapply to state-charteredbanks.
11

13

of course,if borrowingunder anacceptance,these firms would pay
higher commissionfees. However,in contrast toacceptances,the
backing which abank gives a commercialpaper offering byextending
a lineofcreditto theissuer is generally revocableand thus does nol
remove all thecreditrisk to the investor. Accordingly, firms perceivedto be riskier must payhigher rates on their paper. As noted
earlier, commercialpaper can also be backedby an irrevocableletter
ofcredit, inwhichcase the bank'scommitmentto advancefunds is
more binding and the risk to theinvestorcorrespondinglyreduced.
However,thefee for such a service would be greater than fora revocable creditline.
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Table 1

ComparisonofAcceptance andAlternate
Financing inJune1981
In percent
Method of borrowing

Charges

Bankers' acceptance:
Ninety-daydiscountrate
Prime acceptance commissiont
"All-in" rate
Adjustmentto convert discount
basis tosimple Interest basis
Total interest charge

16.42
0.50
16.92
0.75
17.67

Bank loan:
Bank prime ratet
Total interest charge

20.03
20.03

LIBOR:
Ninety-dayLondon inlerbank offer rate
Spreadover LIBOR
Total interest charge

18.00
0.25
18.25

Commercial paper:
Ninety-dayprima paper rate
Dealer placement fee
Adjustmenttoconvert discountbasis tosimple
interest basis
Commitment fee for bank backup lines
Total interest charge

•

•

16.32
0.125
0.71

0.50
17.66

All interestratesare monthlyaverages.
The discount rate used in the example Is for acceptances
of the type described in Section 13(7); if the underlying transaction were not of this type, funds raised through its sale would
be subject to reserve requirements,and the discount rate would
have been about 70 basis points higher.

f Plus
spread over prime acceptancecommission,if
j Plus
spread over prime and interest equivalentof compensating
balances,if
any.

any.

§ Plus Interest equivalentofcompensatingbalances,ifany.

tamed their relative market share over the years)4
However, as mentioned previously, accepting banks
have decreased their acceptance holdings, and the
investment portfolios of foreign central banks maintained by the New York Federal Reserve Bank contain
fewer acceptances (Box 1). In contrast, money market
mutual funds have greatly expanded their market share
in the past few years, increasing their holdings in just
four years from less than 0.5 percent to 15.4 percent
of total acceptances outstanding in 1980. The growth
to the FederalReserveBankof NewYork
madeabout 19.8percent oftheirsales (exclusive ofthose to other
dealersand through brokers) to commercialbanks, 18.5 percent to
Federal,state, and localgovernmentagencies,18.5 percent to industrial
corporations,and 8.7 percent toforeigners,including the foreign
central banks for whom the Federal Reserve Bankof NewYork acts

14 During 1980,dealers reporting

as agent.
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might have been even greater, but funds registered in
New York limited their holdings in order to minimize
their state and city tax liabilities.'5 A fund can do so
by restricting acceptance holdings to less than 15 percent of its total investment and business capital."
While amendments to the New York State tax laws for
regulated investment companies recently eliminated
this constraint, growth of acceptance holdings is still
inhibited by the New York City tax structure."
Secondary market

The ability to trade acceptances efficiently depends
on the existence of a relatively standardized instrument. One dimension of standardization is the dollar
amount of the bill. The typical trading size in the secondary acceptance market has changed over the years
because of the development of "round lot" trading.
Currently, a round lot consists of one or more acceptances of similar maturities issued by banks in the
same credit class totaling $5 million. For example,
a round lot mightcomprise five $1 million acceptances
or ten $500,000 acceptances. Banks can create acceptances of relatively uniform size which can conveniently be aggregated with other acceptances into a
round lot by instructing customers to draw one draft

to finance

several smaller underlying transactions.
Alternatively, a very large transaction might be handled
by instructing the customer to draw several drafts of
conveniently aggregatable sizes which together can
finance the underlying transaction. Acceptances of
smaller or uneven dollar denominations are considered "odd lots". Dealers generally are reluctant to bid
for odd lots and do so only at a below-market price.
As a result, banks generally hold these acceptances
in their own portfolios or sell them directly to individuals.
Another dimension of standardization is the uniformity of credit quality of acceptances. By trading the
acceptances of certain banks "on the run"—Le., as
readily substitutable for the acceptances of other banks
in their credit class—dealers and other market participants avoid the need for extensive individual negotiation and appraisal. Nevertheless,investors do perceive gradations in the creditworthiness of different

5About seventy-five

moneymarket mutualfunds are registeredin New
York State, representingapproximately73 percent ofthe assetsof all
moneymarket funds, and are subject tothe state'staxlaws.
16 Unlike CDs,which are classifiedas investmentcapital under the New
York State and City GeneralCorporationFranchiseTax Laws,holdings
of bankers'acceptancesare classified as businesscapital. Becauseof
the tax implicationsof this distinction,funds limit theiracceptance
holdings.
"Effective January 1, 1980, New York State adopted the Federal
Government'stax schemefora regulatedinvestmentcompany,with
some modifications.

bank names, and their preferences influence dealers'
holdings of acceptances as well as the rates at which
different acceptances trade (Box 2).
The heterogeneity introduced by the perceived differences in credit risk makes the secondary market
for acceptances similar to that for CDs. In both
markets, investor preferences dictate that dealers
maintain a reasonable selection of names and maturities; dealers' interest in minimizing their own risk exposure also encourages this practice.e Moreover, an
acceptance or CD of a specific bank and maturitydate
may be unique, so that it is practically impossible for
dealers to establish short positions.19 For these reasons, the amount of acceptances and CDs held in
inventory by dealers relative to their purchases and
sales is larger than for homogeneous securities such
as Treasury bills. This, in turn, means that dealers
incur greater inventory financing costs per dollar of
transactions than for Treasury bills.2° Dealers try to
recoup these costs by maintaining a spread between
their bid price and asking price which is larger than
for bills. Then each "round trip"—i.e.,a matching purchase and sale—nets the dealer a commensurately
greaterreturn (Chart 6).
Dealers' acceptance positions, which generally average $1-2 billion, are also influenced by expectations
of the near-term course of interest rates as well as the
cost of financing inventories. For example, during
mid-1980, when interest rates recently had declined
substantially and expectations were widespread that
further declines would occur, dealers' positions soared
to $2-3 billion. For the most part, acceptance dealers
finance their positions by using them as collateral
for RPs with corporations, state and local governments, or money funds.2' Rates charged for such RPs
generally are about 20-30 basis points higher than RP5
with Treasury or United States agency collateral.

Chart 5

Money Market Rates
Bond equivalent yietd basis
Percent

Source: Federal Reserve Bulletin.

Chart 6

Since acceptances and certificates of
deposit require more inventory per
transaction than Treasury bills
Ratio

2.0

Ratios

of dealer positions to transactions

II1r

ii In some instances,dealers limit their total holding of an individual

bank's CDs and acceptances.The logictothis arrangementisthat
both CDsand acceptancesareprincipally obligations ofthe bank,
though an acceptanceis also the contingentliabilityof the drawer.

• . . dealers compensate by maintaining

19

higher spreads between their bid price
and asking price.
Basis points
15
RepresentatIve bid-ask epteads

10—

I7IIl

20

I
Bank

acceptances

Certificates
of deposit

21
I

Treasury
bills

A short position is created when a dealer sells a security which he
does notown. Thedealer borrows thesecurity and delivers it tothe
buyer. Later, the security is bought by thedealer and returnedto the
lender.The dealer will profit ifthe security's price has declined
betweenthe time the short satewas madeand thetime itwas covered.
Moreover,as explained below,the financing cost per dollarof
acceptancesorCD5is generally higher than forTreasuryoragency
securities.
The majorexception to this generalizationis bank dealers,who must
maintain reservesagainstAPewith acceptancecollateral if donewith
nonbankcustomers.Toavoid the reserve requirement burden,bank
dealersgenerally financetheir acceptancepositions either through RPs
donewith banksorthrough Federal funds purchases.In each case,the
financing cost is generally higher than that which would be incurred by
a nonbankdealer financing through RPs.
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Boi' 1: Federal Reserve Participation in the Acceptance IViarketduring the 1970s
During the 1970s, the Federal Reserve greatly altered
the rules governing its participation In the market, in
part because of recurring problems related to the perceived heterogeneity of acceptances.
The market's ever-changing perception of the credit
quality of different banks necessitated periodic revisions in the Domestic Open Market Desk's eligibility
list.1 For instance, in 1970, the Bank of Japan removed
its limitation on Japanese agencies' issuance of their
own acceptances. Since the consequent increase in
Japanese agency acceptances led to an oversupply
of these acceptances in the market, they were temporarily dropped from the Desk's eligibility list. Later,
these acceptances were restored to the list when agencies displayed restraint in selling their acceptances
and their market standing improved.
A more serious and less tractable problem resulted
when the market began differentiating between the
relative standing of different banks on the Desk's eligibility list. Since the Desk executed ali acceptance
purchases at the same rate, dealers had an Incentive
to sell acceptances to the Federal Reserve which
traded at a rate somewhat higher than the average for
those on the eligibility list. As a result, the System
portfolio tended to accumulate relatively low-grade
paper. The Desk responded to this problem in 1971 by
establishing internal guidelines on the volume of individual bank names which it would purchase for the
System account.2 While this procedure limited such
purchases, it did not wholly eliminate the problem.
Since the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC)
decided to discontinue outright transactions In acceptances effective March 15, 1977, these percentage
allocations for purchases of each bank name are now
irrelevant. In announcing its decision, the FOMC noted
To qualify its paper as eligible forpurchasebythe Federal

Reserve, an accepting institution must meet requirements(1),

(2), and (5), as described in Ralph1. Heltrich, "Trading in
Bankers'Acceptances:A Viewfromthe AcceptanceDeskof the
FederalReserveBank of NewYork", Monthly Review (Federal
ReserveBank of New York, February1976), pages 51-57.
2Holdings of a particularbank's acceptanceswere limited to not

morethan 30 percent ofthe bank's total acceptancesin existence as indicated bymonthly survey reportstothe Federal
Reserve. The only exceptionwas that holdings ofJapanese
agencyacceptanceswere limited to5percent of each agency
bank'soutstandings in the market ratherthan thetotal amount
In existence.Since largeamounts ofacceptanceswere normally
held bytheJapaneseagencybanks intheirown portfolios,
it was felt that a limitation defined in termsof theiroutstandings
in themarket would relate the Federal Reserve's participation
moredirectly to thewillingness ofother investorstoacquire the
agencies' bitls. Thelimit on holdings of a domesticbank's
acceptanceswas increasedto 50 percent of that bank's total
outstanding in 1974, while the limit for a foreign agency bank
was increasedto 15 percent ofits outstandings in the market.
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that the market for bankers' acceptances had become
mature and efficient, and thus no longer needed support through Federal Reserve outright purchases. In
addition, it was noted that outright purchases and
sales of acceptances had not been of sufficient sizeto
contribute materially to the needed volume of System

open market operations. Currently, repurchase agreements (RPs) are the only channel through which the
System buys and sells acceptances for Its own account. Approximately 250 bank names are eligible to
serve as collateral for such RPs.3
During the 1970s the portion of RPs arranged by the
System with acceptances as collateral increased considerably relative to total RPs. In part, this reflected the
massive expansion of the amount of acceptances outstanding. However, another factorwas the Desk's practice of applying the same minimum cutoffrate to all the
competitive bids received, irrespective of whether the
collateral was acceptances or Treasury and agency
securities. Since market practice was to set a somewhat higher rate for RPs with acceptance collateral,
the Desk's procedure often contributed to the attractiveness of System RPs for dealers needing to finance
their acceptance inventory. in these circumstances, it
was not surprising that the portion of RPs executed
with acceptance collateral should have shown such
growth. In fact, in 1974, dealer proposals for APs with
acceptance collateral occasionally taxed the ability
of the Acceptance Division of the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York to process them promptly. Accordingly, on some days the volume of such RPs was
limited by setting the lowest rate accepted on them
above the lowest rate accepted on RPs against Treasury and agency securities. In that year, RPs executed
by the Desk with acceptance collateral exceeded 14
percent of all APe, quite a jump from the 6.5 percent
share during the previous year. More recently, such
RPs constituted 11 percent of the total In 1977. rose
to 15 percent in 1978 and 28 percent In 1979. Last
year, to be more in line wIth market practices, the
Desk began to set the minimum rate on APs arranged
with acceptance collateral somewhat above the minimum rate on those arranged withTreasury and agency
collateral.4 During 1980, the share of RPs executed with
acceptance collateral dropped sharply to 17 percent.
3 However,

in December1979, the FederalReserveannounced

Itwould nolonger purchaseunder RPsoraccept ascollateral

foradvancesacceptancesthat indicate that the Iranian Governmentoranyof its controlled entities is a partytothe documents
or to the underlyingtransactions.

4 Although some market participantsdo BPs collateralized by

less primeacceptancesat a higher rate than those collateralized
by prime acceptances,the FederalReservemakes no such
distinction.

Box 1: Federal Reserve Participation

in the Acceptance Market during the 1970s(continued)

Finally, during 1974, two other important changes
were made in the System's acceptance operations to
make them conform more closely to market practices.
In July, the requirement of dealer endorsement of acceptances sold to the System and customer accounts
was terminated. In earlier years such endorsement had
been a common practice, but by the 1970s the System
was the only market participant requiring it.
The second change, effective in November1974, was
the termination of the Federal Reserve guarantee provided for acceptances purchased by the Desk on behalf
of the accounts of foreign central banks. This procedure had probably performed a useful role in promoting
the development of the acceptance market in earlier
years, but by the 1970s it was creating difficulties.
In April and May 1974, acceptance rates rose rapidly
relative to rates on Treasury bills. During the MaySeptember perIod, the gross spread exceeded 200
basis points and peaked at over 400 basis points In
July, comparedwith a more normal spread of less than

100 basis points.5 In these circumstances, foreign
central banks regarded investmentsIn Federal Reserveguaranteed acceptances as especially attractive. As
a result, acceptances held in foreign accounts mushroomed from $581 million at the beginning of the
year to over $2 billion (11.8 percent of total acceptances outstanding) shortly before the termination of
the guarantee in November. In the view of the Board of
Governors, the guarantee of a particular money market
instrument for the benefit of a particular group of investors was unwarranted. Following its termination, the
number of active foreign accounts declined from
twenty-five to six, and the dollar amount held in these
accounts fell to $293 million by the end of 1975.
The netspread was slightlyless, since the Federal Reserve
charged1/8 percentagepoint forits guaranteeand passedon
a 1/16 percentagepoint charge for thedealer endorsement.
However, with thetermination ofdeafer endorsementsin July,
this lattercharge was removed.

Box2: Structure of Acceptance Rates
During the 19705, the trend toward negotiated dealer

rates and the emergence of a tiered rate structure
greatly affected the workings of the secondary market.
The more refined rate tiers reflected greater discrimination among different bank names by investors.1
Prior to 1969, acceptance dealers posted the rates
at which they would sell prime acceptances. Rates
on acceptancesperceived as more risky were scaled off
these posted rates. In late 1969, two firms announced
that they would no longer follow this practice but would
negotiate rates on a case-by-case basis. Their motive
was to increase their share of the market. Although negotiation away from posted rates had occurred from
time to time prior to 1969—largelyas a sub rosa practice—negotiated rates were the exception rather than
the rule. Other acceptance dealers continued to post
rates after 1969 but reserved the right to negotiate. At
the same time, though, these dealers began to display
greater flexibility in changing their posted rates.
in 1974, following the emergence of problems at
Franklin National Bank, prime acceptances were no
longer considered to be a homogeneous group, and
Althoughanacceptanceis also the contingent liability of the
drawerof thedraft, the market has long since come to rely on
the credit quality ofthe accepting bank as theprimary criterion
of the credit quality oftheacceptance.

thus posted rates became less meaningful. Most dealers opted instead to quote a range of rates within
which they expected to trade prIme acceptances. This
reflected a greater tiering of acceptance rates, similar
to the tiering which developed simultaneously in the
CD market.2 The final abandonment of posted rates
occurred in August 1974. Accordingly, the Federal
Reserve then began collecting data on the range of
rates quoted by dealers on prime acceptances.
Practices affecting secondary market acceptance
rates have not changed materially since 1974. Dealer
firms continue to quote ranges of rates (about 10 to
15 basis points) within which they expect to trade prime
acceptances. The rates tend to be inversely related
to the size of the accepting bank. As a ruie, acceptances from the top ten orso money-centerbanks trade
at rates at the iower end of the dealers' quoted ranges,
and acceptances of well-known regional banks and
United States agencies and branches of foreign banks
trade at rates near the top of the ranges. Acceptances
created by smaller and less well-known banks trade at
considerably higher rates.
2The emergenceofrate tiers in the CD marketis analyzed in
Dwight B. Crane, 'Lessonsfrom the 1974 CD Market", Harvard
BusinessReview (November-December1975), pages73-79.
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Organizationally, the secondary market is, like the
market for most money market instruments, an overthe-counter market.22 It is comprised of about thirty
dealers and a handful of brokers, principally located in
New York City and linked by telephone lines. Of these
dealers, about two thirds (including some bank dealers)
have a direct relationship with the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York, making them so-called "reporting
dealers". (Some dealer firms are reporting dealers in
acceptances but not in Treasury and agency securities, and vice versa.) Some of these dealers obtain
direct access to purchase orders from the foreign
customers for which the Federal Reserve Bank of
New York acts as an agent. Other market participants
can sell to customer accounts at the Federal Reserve
through one of these dealers. In addition, when the
Federal Reserve is arranging RPs as part of its open
market operations, these dealers may be able to
finance their acceptance inventory at competitive rates
by using it as collateral for the RPs (Box 1).
Traditionally, a key function performed by dealers has
been to distribute acceptances for accepting banks.
During the 1960s, about three fifths of reporting
dealer sales were to commercial banks, reflecting the
key role of dealers in the production of "three-name
paper" desired by some foreign investors. An accepting bank would sell its own acceptances to a dealer
in exchange (generally with a spread of
percent)
for acceptances of other banks. The banks would
then endorse the other banks' acceptances and sell
them to foreign investors. Over the years, as foreign
investors ceased to demand three-name paper, dealer
sales to commercial banks declined to well under
one fifthof total sales.
A large portion of reporting dealer sales are now
to institutional investors. Lately, however, a number of
money-center banks have stepped up their efforts to
reach these investors directly instead of through
dealers. The economic incentive is clear: a bank that
sells its paper directly to investors can save the cost
of the dealer's bid-ask spread. This strategy is more
feasible now than in the past primarily because of the
emergence of money market mutual funds as major
acceptance investors, many of which have significant

For descriptions ofthe secondarymarket for Treasurysecurities, see
Christopherj ,McCurdy,"The Dealer Market for UnitedStates GovernmentSecurities", this QuarterlyReview (Winter 1977-78),pages35-47,
and Kenneth D. Garbade, "Electronic Quotation Systems and the
Market for Government Securities", this QuarterlyReview (Summer
1978), pages13-20,
However, when RPs are arrangedfor theaccounts of customersof the
Federat Reserve, only Treasuryand agencysecurities may be used as
collateral,

22

fl
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amounts to invest. As yet, these activities do not
appear to have altered the share of dealers in the
distribution of acceptances, since banks contInue to
sell a bit more than one half of their acceptances to
dealers, with the rest going to institutional investors.
Brokers in the acceptance market, like brokers
generally, provide a central source of information concerning the bid and offering rates of the many market
participants. In addition, they preserve anonymity for
dealers and thus allow trades to take place without
an individual dealer having to make known the extent
of his buying or selling interest. For example, if it were
widely known in the dealer community that a particular
dealerwas tryingto liquidate a large position, the other
dealers would have the opportunity—and the incentive
—to bid at lower prices for the acceptances being
offered. While the recent development of acceptance
brokers has thus somewhat reduced this risk, daily
trading volume in the broker market is modest, averaging a bit more than $100 million per day compared
with average daily reporting dealer transactions of
well over $1 billion. The reason for the small share of
the brokers is that dealers naturally prefer to save the
1 basis point broker commission whenever possible
by arranging trades directly with other dealers or
investors.
Outlook
Future growth of the bankers' acceptance market will
be influenced by the outcome of discussions on proposed regulatory changes. In the last several years,
as Chart 7 shows, the market share of the largest
accepting banks has dropped, while that of other
accepting banks has either held stable or increased.
Some major accepting banks, which are members of
the Federal Reserve System, have reached the aggregate limitation on the amount of certain types of
acceptances they can create and subsequently sell to
raise reserve-free funds (Appendix). Regional member
banks, while generally below their limits at present,
may soon become constrained by this limitation as
well. However, nonmember banks—including virtually
all the United States agencies and branches of foreign
banks—are exempt. Because of these competitive inequities, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System recently indicated its support for legislation which would increase the aggregate limitation

24 Because

the two largestbrokers clear their own transactions,they do

not give up thenamesof parties to an acceptancetrade. A broker
without such a capability must do so.

'I

Chart 7

The market share of the largest domestic
accepting banks has declined
while that of other institutions
*
has increased or remained steady.
Percentage of total acceptances outstanding

* As measured by total acceptances outstanding in

December 1980. the first tier of domestic banks is the
top ten United States accepting banks. The second tier
is the next twenty largest United States accepting banks.
Other domestic institutions are the approximately 250
remaining domestic accepting institutions. Foreign-related
Institutions include about 70 foreign-owned banks and
agencies and branches of foreign banks in the Second,
Seventh, and Twelfth Federal Reserve Districts.

and provide for a more uniform limitation for all accepting institutions?
Increasing the aggregate limitation would permit
banks to structure more loans as acceptances, since
the proceeds from the sale of certain types of acceptances are not reservable. To the extent that banks
did increase such acceptance sales and reduced
issues of COg, growth of the M-3 monetary aggregate,
which includes CDs but not acceptances, would be
depressed. However, the magnitude of such an effect
25 Specifically, the Board recommendedlegislation to raise the aggregate

limitation on the creation of Section 13(7)-type acceptancesimmediately to 150percent ofunimpaired capital and surplus,with a further
Increase to 200 percent allowed to institutionsreceiving priorapproval
from the Federal Reserve. The powerofwithholding approval would
enable the Federal Reserveto prescribecertain standards,including
minimum capital requirements,general condition, and level ofrisk
exposurethat an institutionwould be required to meetbefore assuming
the greaterexposure.

would be very small, and the narrower aggregates
M-1B and M-2 would be unaffected.
Another consideration is the Treasury's prospective
loss of revenue. If, for example, sales of reserve-free
acceptances were to increase 50 percent, replacing
about 18 percent of outstanding large CD5, this would
produce a revenue loss to the Treasury from reduced
reserve holdings of about $135 million per year."
Irrespective of the ultimate outcome of proposed
changes in the limitation on reserve-free funds raised
through acceptance sales, a number of technical
changes could be made to the regulations to simplify
the creation process and thus to reduce considerably
the legal and clerical costs to market participants. As
discussed in the Appendix, overlapping sets of standards must be met for an acceptance to be eligible
for discount, eligible for purchase, or exempt from
reserve requirements. Currently, the only practical
application of the rules for discount eligibility is in
defining customer limits, i.e., in limiting the volume
of acceptance lending by a bank to an individual customer..A similar constraint could be placed on a bank's
acceptance credit extension to one customer by replacing discount eligibility standards with those for
purchase eligibility. Then legislative reference to discount eligibility could be eliminated without any undesirable consequences. Of course, since the rules
for discount eligibility and purchase eligibility are not
perfectly overlapping, some minor adjustments would
be required? While standards for purchase eligibility
are currentlyimportant, they could also be eliminated
if the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) permitted all types of acceptances to serve as collateral
for System RPs. However, even if the FOMC preferred
to maintain this distinction, substantial simplification
could still be achieved. Consolidation of the standards
for purchase eligibility with those necessary for a
reserve requirement exemption if the acceptance is
sold would mean that only two broad categories of
acceptances would exist: those both eligible for purchase and exempt from reserve requirements and
those which are not.
As noted earlier, to be exempt from reserve requirements if sold, domestic shipment acceptances must
be accompanied by documentation considerably more
depositsat memberbanksaveraged$170.3billion.
Using 18 percentof this average,therevenueloss was calculated
assumingabout a4 percent reserve requirementand a 1980average
three-monthTreasury bill interest rateof about 11 percent.
V In some cases,an acceptanceiseligible fordiscount but not for
purchase. Forexample,while foreign storageand dollar exchange
acceptanceswith tenors ofsix monthsor lessareeligible fordiscount,
they are noteligible forpurchase.
24 In 1980,large time
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complex and expensive than that required for acceptances related to international transactions. Removal of this extra documentation requirement would
make procedures for creating domestic acceptances
uniform with those for international transactions. The
insertion of this requirement in the original Federal
Reserve Act apparently was related to the "real bills
doctrine" prevalent at the time and reflected a view
that special precautions were necessary to ensure
that acceptances financing domestic transactions actually would be self-liquidating and trade related. The
Board has been disposed to retain it in order to focus
the benefits of the reserve requirement exemption on
trade.
Finally, the regulations provide that the tenor of an
acceptance—rather than its remaining maturity—must
be less than six months in order that funds raised
through its sale be exempt from reserve requirements.
Hence, a bank cannot create an acceptance with •a
longer tenor, hold it in portfolio until six months before maturity, and then sell it. The regulation would be
more precisely focused on the use of acceptance
sales by banks as a funding device if the requirement

referred to the remaining rather than the original maturity of the acceptance.
Whatever the outcome of proposed modifications in
the acceptance regulations, major changes in the acceptance market may be in the offing. The role of
dealers as distributors of acceptances seems likely
to erode somewhat in the next several years. Banks
are stepping up efforts to distribute their acceptances
directly to investors, primarily money funds, and eventually this may reduce the portion of paper placed
through dealers. Though the rapid growth of the
money funds is likely to subside once banks are allowed to pay market interest rates on consumer-type
deposits, the enlarged bank distribution networks are
likely to be permanent.
In short, the acceptance market, having risen In
a few years from relative obscurity to one of the most
active money markets, should be transformed still
further as banks and nonbank institutions innovate
to meet credit demands more efficiently. However,
the precise characteristics of this innovation will depend critically on action taken in regard to pending
regulatory amendments.
William C. Melton and Jean M. Mahr

Appendix: Regulations Governing Bankers' Acceptances
RegulatIons concerning bankers' acceptances currently
affect accepting banks in essentially three ways: (1)

by defining the types of acceptances which are eligible
for purchase by the Federal Reserve under repurchase
agreements (RPs) and those which are eigibie to secure Federal Reserve advances, (2) by setting conditions under which the funds obtained from the sale
of an acceptance are reservable, and (3) for certain
types of acceptances, by limiting the exposure which
a bank can assume per individual customer and In
aggregate(Table 2).
The conditions governing discount eligibility—contained in Section 13(6) of the Federal Reserve Act—
were important in the early years of the Federal Reserve System. However, since then, Federal Reserve
practice has been not to discount acceptances but
rather to make advances to member banks secured by
collateral which Is eligible either for discount or for
purchase.' As illustrated in Chart 8, the purchase eligiI This practice is explicitly sanctionedin Section 13(8) ofthe
FederalReserveAct.
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bility standards are broader and encompass—except
in two minor cases—those for discount eligibility.
Hence, standards for eligibilityfor purchase rather than
those for discount are relevant for the practical operation of the discount window.
The reserve treatment of a member bank's acceptance liability, however, is determined by a different
set of regulations. The sole determinants of reservability are that the acceptance has been sold by the
bank and does not conform to the type described in
Section 13(7). Thus, reservability Is logically distinct
from discount eligibility.2 The reserve requirement Is
2Untilvery recently,discount eligibility was Importantfor determination of the required reservesof banks. Section
204.2(a)1(vii) (E) of FederalReserveRegulationD, as revised
effective November13, 1980, specifically exemptsfrom reservable depositsfunds obtained through the creation, discount,
and subsequentsale byadepository institutionof its bankers'
acceptanceofthe type described in paragraph7 of Section 13
ofthe Federal Reserve Act".The correspondingpartofthe
earlier regulationrequired in addition that such acceptances
be eligible fordiscount.

Appendix: Regulations Governing Bankers' Acceptances (continued)
Table2

Bankers' Acceptances: Eligibility and Reservability

Typeof bankers'acceptance
Export-Import,Including shipments
betweenforeign countries:
Tenor—S monthsor less
6monthsto 9 months
Domesticshipment, with documents
conveying title attached atthe time
ofacceptance:
Tenor—6monthsor less
6 monthsto9 months
Domesticshipment, withoutdocuments
conveyingtitle:
Tenor—6monthsorless
6 monthsto9 months
Shipmentwithinforeigncountries:
Tenor—any maturity
Foreign storage, readily marketable
staples secured by warehousereceipt:
Tenor—S monthsor less
6 monthsto 9 months
Domesticstorage, readily marketable
staples secured bywarehouse receipt:
Tenor—6monthsor less
6 monthsto 9 months
Domesticstorage, any goods in the
United States under contract ofsaleor
going Into channeiaof trade and
securedthroughout It. ilfe by
warehousereceipt:
Tenor—S monthsor less
6 monthsto 9 months
Dollar exchange,required by usages of
trade, only In approved countries:
Tenor—3monthsorless
3 monthsto 9 months
Financeorworking capital,not related
toanyspecific transaction:
Tenor—anymaturity

Exemptfrom

Eligible for
purchase

ElIgible for
discountt

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes
Yes

Yest

reserve requirements

ifsold4

•

No

Yes
No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No
No

No

No

No

No
No

Vest
No

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Vest
No

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

No
No

Yes
No

Noll
No

No

No

No

Tenorrefers to the full length of time of the acceptancefrom date of inception to maturity. To be eligible for discount, a bankers'
acceptancemust be endorsed by at leastone member bank, as provided in Section 13(6) of the FederalReserveAct.
Authorizationsannouncedbythe FederalOpen Market Committeeon April1, 1974.

tin accordancewith RegulationA ofthe Federal ReserveAct.

* In accordancewith RegulationDof the Federal ReserveAct.

t Providingthat thematurity ofnonagriculturalbillsatthetime of discountIs notmore than ninety

days.

II Accordingto revised Regulation0, these acceptancesare reservable, butthe FederalReserve Board'slegal staff has expressed
anopinion that the exemptionfrom reserve requirementsis also applicable todollarexchange acceptances.

Source:Adaptedfrom anunpublished paper byArthur Bardenhagen, Vice President,Irving TrustCompany,New York.
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Appendix: RegulationsGoverning Bankers' Acceptances (continued)
calculated by treating the acceptance liability as a deChart 8
posit withmaturity equal to the acceptancetenor.3
The funds obtained from the sale of an acceptance
Standards for eligibility for discount and
which does conform to the standards of Section
purchase overlap except in some
minor cases.
13(7) are exempt from reserve requirements, providing

such acceptances outstanding are not greater than
50 percent of a member bank's paid-up and unimpaired
capital stock and surplus. With the prior approval of
the Board of Governors, this limit can be increased
to 100 percent.4 Since this so-called 'lOO percent rule"
is defined exclusively in terms of the standards in
Section 13(7), it has no relation to discount eligibility.
The reserve treatment of acceptances created by
nonmember banks is similar in principle to that for
member banks, with two important differences. First,
the aggregate limitations on acceptances applying to
nonmembers are generally substantiaiy more liberal
than member banks' 100 percent rule and provide a
larger base of reserve-free-typeacceptances (Table 3).
Second, since the Monetary Control Act of 1980 provided that comparable reserve requirements for nonmember banks be phased in over time, the reserve
requirement applying to the nonmember banks will be
lower for several years before eventually becoming
equal to that of members. Thus, the lower reserve requirement of nonmembers—and most foreign bank
branches and agencies in particular—provides them
a temporary advantage.
Customer limits are generally 10 percent of the
member bank's unimpaired capital and surplus for
acceptances eligible for discount unless the excess
is secured. However, states may apply more liberal
limits to institutions under their jurisdictIon. Edge Act
corporations are exempt from the 10 percent limit for
Thus,a bank cannot makean acceptancewith a seven-month
tenor exemptfrom the reserve requirementbysimply holding it
fora month and then selling it when it has six monthsremaining to maturity. For this reason,domestic accepting banks
almost always hold such acceptances.
4Accordlng toSection 13(7) ofthe FederalReserveAct, a member bank cannot create acceptancesin anamount greater than
100 percent of its capital. In practice, however,this limitation
actually restricts the amountof acceptanceswhich can be sold
to raise reserve-treefunds. According tothe PublishedInterpretations ofthe Board of Governors (paragraph 1700), when a
member bank purchasesits own acceptancesof the type described in Section 13(7), these acceptancesare not included
In the aggregateamount since the bank no longer has an
outstandingobligation. Only ifthe acceptanceissold,thus
renewing the obligation 10 payat maturity, is it included in the
aggregateamount.Therefore,a bank must limit the amount of
Section 13(7)-type acceptancessold 10100percent of capital
and hold in portfolio anyacceptancescreated beyondthe
aggregateamount allowed, or maintainreservesagainst the
excessamount sold.
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Eligible

discount

•

However, not all these acceptances are
the type which are exempt from reserve

requirements if sold.*

Eligible for
discount

STable 2 explains, in detail, the standards which must be
met for an acceptance to be eligible for discount and/or
eligible for purchase and/or exempt from reserve
requirements if sold.

eligible acceptances resulting from the international
shipment of goods if the corporatIon's exposure is
covered by guarantees of reimbursement by other
banks. In addition, Edge Act corporations are allowed
to reduce their aggregate exposure to one customer by
entering into participation agreementswith otherbanks,
while memberbanks are not allowed to do so. Customer
limits on acceptances Ineligible for discount are generallyidentical to those applying toloans.

Appendix: Regulations Governing Bankers' Acceptances (continued)
Table3

Synopsisof Major Rules and RegulationsGoverning Bankers' Acceptances
State-chartered
Category

Customerlimitations:
Bankers'acceptances
eligible fordiscount
Bankers'acceptances
Ineligible for discount

Reservabilityof bankers'
acceptancessold Into
the market:
Bankers'acceptances
described in Section 13(7)
of the FederalReserve

Act

Otherbankers'acceptances

Acceptability of bank name
for purchaseby Federal
Reserveand as collateral

Memberbanks

10% ofcapital
unlesssecured
For nationalbanks,
10% of capital; state
membersgoverned
by state loan
limitatlons

Not reserveble;the
total outstanding
must notexceed
50% ofcapital
(100% with prior
approval of the Board
of Governors)
Reservable; no

aggregatelimit#
Acceptablein

principle"

Nonmemberbanks

Governedby state
loan limitations*
Governedby stale
loan limitations

Not reservable;
aggregatelimits set
by state lawsI

EdgeAct
corporations
10% of capital
unlesssecuredt
10% ofcapital

Not reservable; but
bankers'acceptances
in excessof200%
of capital must be

foreign branchesand
agencies

Governedby state
loan limitations
Governedby state
loan limitations

Not reservable;
aggregatelimits set
bystate lawsil

secured

Reservabte;

aggregatelimits set
by state lawsII
Acceptable in *
principle

Aeservable;no
aggregatelimit
Acceptablein

principle"

Reservable;

aggregatelimits set
by state lawsII
Acceptablein

prInciple"

for advances

The customerlimit on the sum of eligible and ineligible acceptances for New York State-charteredbanks and branchesand
in Illinois are subject to 15 percent of
agencies offoreign banks is apparently 10 percentof the bank's overall capital. Those chartered
capital for ineligible acceptances (except dollarexchange) unless secured, in whichcase the limit is 50 percent. In California,
eligible acceptances (except dollarexchange) are limited to 10 percent of shareholdersequity and capital notes unless secured,
in which case the limit is 50 percent.The total of secured and unsecuredineligible acceptances is limited to 20 percent
of shareholders'equity and capital notes.
Unless (I) the excess representsthe international shipment of goods and the Edge corporation is fully covered by primary
obligations to reimburse it for Ihat portion which is guaranteed by banks or bankers, or (ii) the Edge corporation is covered by
participating agreementsfrom other banks.
The revised RegulationD effective November13. 1980 slightly expandedthe category of acceptanceswhich were exemptfrom
reserve requirements (provided the aggregate limit was satisfied); previously,acceptancesdescribed in Section 13(7)and
eligiblefordiscount were exempt.
§ In addition, domestic acceptancesare limited to 50 percent of such capital. According to the Published Interpretationsofthe
Board of Governors (paragraph 1700), when a memberbank purchasesits own acceptance,the acceptanceis not included in the
aggregalelimit. However,when the acceptanceis sold, it is included in the limit.
banks and United States branchesand agenciesof foreign banks have no aggregate
II New York State- and Illinois State-chartered
acceptancelimit. In California,eligible acceptancesare subject to 50 percent ofshareholders'equity, capital, and notes and
with permission of the Superintendentof Banking to 100 percent. ineligible acceptanceshave no aggregate limit.
One exception Is that dollar exchange acceptancesare limited to a separateand distinct 50 percent of capital and are not
included in the limits Imposed by Section 13(7) of the Federal ReserveAct.
** Individualbanks must satisfy requirementsset by the FederalOpen Market Committee.
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